


Porto’s most striking characteristic is that of faded grandeur. In Europe, there are very 
few remaining cities that can do faded grandeur quite on the scale of Porto. And, in a 
secluded area, surrounded by the quiet green forest, on the margins of Douro river, you’ll 
find Covet House’s new project, the latest in the series of curated houses: A majestic 
Manor, one of the brands’ most ambitious projects with 25 impressive rooms, scattered 
through 3 floors, where history itself was written in the walls and engraved throughout 

the architecture of each of the rooms and exterior. 

A masterful curated and handpicked selection of furniture, lighting, and accessories, 
where luxury interior design is elevated to another level of grandiose. An Eclectic 
aesthetic, all the rooms were delicately designed and adorned to provide a different 
feeling as you walk room by room. Grand in scale and in taste, this is one of those rare 

experiences you can’t miss, and we can’t wait to welcome you to our house.
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Entering in an imposing and almost regal hall, the high-ceiling entrance 
is composed of various luxurious elements. A refreshing color scheme 
welcomes every visitor into the mansion, where a showstopper chandelier 
will completely grab all the attention. Mixing the classic approach from the 
displays that contrast with the modern designs of the tables and upholstery. 
Gold is the connecting theme throughout the pieces and the current theme 
that will be continued as you move forward into the living room. 

Much more than a simple lounge, this serves also as a living and dining area. 
A grand dining table, with a contemporary sleek design for 10 people, with 
a marvelously unique chandelier over it. This particular space references 
a much current design aesthetic, but as you move through the dining area 
to the lounge, you’ll notice a “passage of time”, where more classical and 
mid-century elements start to emerge, like the upholstery and tables for 
instance. 

The color scheme and the shapes of the furniture are truly different, making 
a clear distinction in the area between dining and lounge, but both share an 
eclectic vibe. Organic shapes mix into geometric ones, with vibrant color 
from iconic pieces such as the Diamond Sideboard, that blends in superb 
harmony with the pastel colors of the velveted sofas and armchairs. An 
eclectic area, both in the design and amenities. 
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Set in a UNESCO World Heritage site: the historical Porto. This magnificent 
project represents both an homage to the eternal city and to design itself. A 
Grandiose Manor, with 25 spacious rooms dispersed over 3 floors. Eclectic 
by nature, the design and decoration of this colossal setting were carefully 
thought and designed by Covet House, another in a series of curated design 

houses.  

Join us in a private tour. 

ENTRANCE

LOUNGE AREA
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With a historical and classical fireplace, the 
spotlight in this space, the living room is 
the heart of the grandiose open space area, 
connecting the lounge area with the main 
dining room. Another mix of styles brings 
soul to space, with a much sober aesthetic, 
consisting mainly of earthly inspired 
elements and inspiration. 

Again, classical elements define this section, 
with the upholstery having a very elegant 
nail track on the sofa, and the capitonné 
technique used in the armchairs. The center 
table stands out from the other pieces for its 
strict parallel lines, a stately design, expertly 
crafted with a smoked mirror top. This 
impactful piece was created to be the center 
of attention of any living room and it delivers.  

CORE LIVING ROOM
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Eclectic is not enough of an adjective to 
describe the magnitude and beauty of this 
room. More than 26 pieces were used to 
furnish, decorate and illuminate the dining 
area. An astonishing feat in design, this zone 
has a mix of styles, textures, finishes, fabrics, 
and colors, but perfectly cohesive, without 
any piece being too loud or too overpowering.  

This antithesis in styles is perfectly noticeable 
in the cabinets for instance, where the Lapiaz 
Cabinets cracks a contemporary style into 
the living room, while the Guggenheim 
Cabinet brings a much more classical 
approach to the overall design. The Empire 
dining table is the main piece of the room 
that portraits to perfection the homage 
this house represents to the city’s history, 
by symbolizing generations of gatherings 
and decisions, both in times of celebration 
or tension. Its cracks reflect tough times, 
revealing a gold interior in a manifesto 
towards power. Flawless and bright, the 
remaining surface points towards a thriving 
future, reminding one to toast to prosperity. 

The royal theme continues throughout 
the dining room with the golden finishes, 
bringing the overall design to completion.

MAIN DINING ROOM
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Service Bathroom

Second Bathroom

With a somber, darker look, the service bathroom is mainly black. With the Petra 
Washbasin black lacquered wood, this item takes us to the City of Petra where buildings 
are carved directly from the stone cliffs. The white marble protruding from the black 
lacquer gives it a touch of luxury and exquisite environment creation. 

Beautifully detailed, using pops of gold, to provide the same regal and royal appeal of the 
other rooms, and again, classical organic shapes and patterns, especially in the washbasin 
and the mid-century inspired floor lamp. 

Contrasting perfectly with the other service bathroom, this one emerges from much 
lighter and much clearer hues. The furniture and accessories completely pop from the 
pastel tones of the architecture of the bathroom. Another mix of styles and textures, 
where the gold still becomes the pivotal point and connector with the manor, but the 
subtle and sleek lines of the counter and mirror embrace a luxury vibe that no one will 
be indifferent to. 
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“THE GALLERY BEDROOM” 
by boca do lobo

A powerful aesthetic, the ultimate homage to the preservation of the history of the 
manor, this bedroom represents the soul of the house itself. Collectible handcrafted 
pieces with elevated craftsmanship, make this bedroom a true art gallery, hence the 
name.  The luxury bedroom has an open space concept that combines all the spaces 
through one unique aesthetic.  

A deluxe master bedroom accompanied by an office and exquisite sitting room, all 
incorporated into a room. Boca do Lobo’s loyalty to art and art and cultural history, where 
every elegant detail of the classic architecture in this bedroom features a black wall 
molding, cracking the classic aesthetic and providing it a much contemporary appeal. 
Highlighting the eclectic style of the gold decoration and furniture pieces. Masterful 
decorated with art worthy designs and sculptures to enhance the decor bringing to life 
the richness of every item. Worthy of the best and high-end curated museums around 
the world. 
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“THE MONOCHROME BEDROOM” 
by LUXXU

With a very masculine appeal and aesthetic, this contemporary bedroom is the perfect 
resting place for a person in a rushed, fast-paced lifestyle. Set almost exclusively in a scale 
of deep greys and blacks, with the use of present-day patterns and leathery fabrics. This 
masculine vibe is felt throughout the bedroom but is not too overpowering or explicit, 
mainly noticeable by the monochromatic tones of the furniture pieces. 

A marvelous, sleek, and noir aesthetic, this bedroom also features a walk-in closet that 
follows the same patterns and lines of the bedroom, becoming one cohesive look.  The 
contemporary vibe from the enormous Athos Mirror reflects all the tasteful care put 
into this design. The mirror is the central piece for the walk-in closet, a modern mirror 
beautifully crafted with a leather and brass frame. It’s a strong design and despite its 
dimensions, it looks elegant in any setting, stealing all the attention. The Waltz Closet 
closes the overall design with an elegant modular clothing storage solution, the ideal 
closet for this luxury master bedroom offering a fully customizable organization system 
featuring shelves, rods, and drawers. 
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“THE SAHARA BEDROOM” 
by brabbu

Inspired by a warm, starry night in the Sahara, this bedroom uses a very sobber, clean, 
and neutral approach to the design. Beiges and creams, resemble the colors of the sand in 
a scorching hot desert, while the whites provide a fresh and lighter tone, for a refreshing 
and exotic look. On the other hand, the chandelier symbolizes both the stars and the sun 
over the dunes. 

Heavily inspired by the earth itself, the overall look is the perfect setting for a calm, fresh 
night in the summer. Every element, fabric, and item was stage to create a wider space, 
a breathable area, and the cleanest aesthetic. With a little sitting room, the white Agra 
Dining Table adds a refined grace to this corner of the bedroom. The headboard in the 
bed is the starting point for this design, resembling the dunes of the desert, even the 
fabric used in the upholstered pieces was meant to create a sandy effect. 

This bedroom, as also a price suite bathroom, where the whites are again present to 
provide a fresh and clean look, but the gold finishes and details on the mirrors, lighting, 
and washbasin are the twists in the global aesthetic, depicting the gold found and much 
appreciated by most of the early civilizations, like the Egyptians. 
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“THE MODERN TWIST BEDROOM” 
by Essential Home & Delightfull

Covet Douro’s Essential Home bedroom has a very unique and special character, 
decorated with pieces from sister brands Essential Home and DelightFull. The entire 
atmosphere of the room reminds us of the Mid-Century Modern era, with furniture with 
contrasting shapes, curves and straight lines, and that create na amazing harmony. 

The colors used in the room are cool tones, set in a neutral environment, with blue 
accents. Textures enrich the bedroom, combining wood, brass and velvet, with a mid-
century modern twist, a glamorous look reminiscent of that recognizable old Hollywood 
glamour vibe. The dark woods on the floors and furniture pieces are iconic of that era, 
but are the details and geometric patterns that give it a modern twist, elevating this 
room to a complete chic aesthetic. The use of gold finishes brings the design of the room 
to its completion, providing a cohesive look with the rest of the manor. 
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OUTDOORS

The outdoors are a marvel for themselves. Besides the breathtaking view of Douro’s 
margins, this quite extensive area has a lot to offer. An outdoor lounge area, with vibrant 
colors that pop from the greenery scene all around. The perfect area for a summer 
breakfast or a beautiful sunset. Not forgetting the almost Olympic size pool or the 
outdoor dining area for those exquisite dinner parties. 
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club

A true mix of styles but also of furniture and accessories, this room is replete with curated 
pieces, becoming the perfect museum for what Covet House has to offer. Besides being a 
gallery for works of art, this serves as a game room and lounge area, for those late-night 
cocktails and the perfect place to have fun while being surrounded by a truly magnificent 
environment.
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COVET HOUSE keeps up with the latest inspirations with BOCA DO LOBO, 
DELIGHTFULL,BRABBU, KOKET, MAISON VALENTINA, CIRCU, LUXXU, 
ESSENTIAL HOME, RUG’SOCIETY, PULLCAST, FOOGO, and CAFFE LATTE. 

Inspiring and creating new trends.

WE CREATE. WE INSPIRE.
WE DELIVER OUR VISION TO THE WORLD.

Please, credit ALL USED images with COVET HOUSE or www.covethouse.eu

• NOTES TO EDITORS •
For more information, projects, interviews, trends and high-resolution images,

Please contact:
ANDRÉ MARTINS | PRESS MANAGER

Press and Public Relations 
press@covethouse.eu

TAG US IN YOUR ARTICLE / PUBLICATION.
WE WILL SHARE IT.

 
@covethouse_

Click me! 

I’m inter
active.
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